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As many Latin American cities, one of the most important challenges that 
Cartagena de Indias presents is urban development and territorial expansion. 
Since the 60’s decade as a result of the armed conflict that emerged in the 
country, the city started a process of expansion without any kind of planning. In 
this way, the city begins to configure its territory based on the dynamics 
developed by its inhabitants. This is how urban facilities emerged in a dispersed 
way, generating traffic congestion in different areas of the city and producing 
trips of up to 1 houres and 45 minutes.

Based on urban and architectural references 
and theories, a series of evaluation criteria 
were applied to the different centralities of the 
city to identify the centrality to intervene.

URBAN CENTERCCPAS

The facilities in the area were preserved, 
adding only cultural and sports facilities to  

complement current activities.

The upper levels of the buildings are 
destinated for administrative and 

residential uses

Historic Centre

Bazurto 

Cuatro Vientos 

Bomba del Amparo

Access ramps, platforms and bridges are 
implemented to conect the public space 

with the different levels of the buildings.

The first four levels of the buildings are 
middle stratum. The areas next to parks 
and main roads are destined for 

commercial stores.
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1H 45 MIN

Variety Roads Influx of people 

Urban development Location Deficiency

Proposed cultural buildings
Proposed administrative buildings

Before:  
After:

None
0.57Ha

Before:   
After:

2 Ha
4.26Ha

Before:   
After:

None
0.57Ha

Before:   
After:

1910 flats
6353 flats

Before:   
After:

10Ha
70.4Ha

Current comercial areas

Underground canals

Green corridor

New comercial areas

Current residential functions
Proposed residential functions

Current public space

Proposed public space

Current health facilities 
Current educational buildings

Offices

Environment

Canals

Urban pattern

Views

Unplanned centrality
Planned centrality

URBAN AND ARCHITECTURE 
CRITERIA

Formal analysis

Increased land uses
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consolidation strategies
Centrality 

Tecnar University Tesca Cultural Centre Shopping centreElyon Yireh University

Centralities
Land uses
Water transport
Platforms

Section A-A’

Canals 
Waterfronts
Floodable parks
Viaducts

Tunnels
Buildings typology 
Ecological parks 

The strategies that are proposed for the articulation of the city include 
interventions in:

Current health facilities 
Current educational buildings 

Offices

Current residential funtions 
Proposed residential funtions 

Current public space
Underground canals 

Proposed public space
Green corridor 

Current comercial areas 
New comercial areas 

Proposed cultural buildings
Proposed administrative buildings

Current equipments
Floodable parks

Parks and squares

Middle stratum

Hight stratum

The strata and land uses of buildings depend on their location. The areas next to the parks and avenues will be destined for commercial use.
On the other hand, the first four levels of residential buildings will be of middle stratum as they have low administrative costs due to the implementation of access ramps that conect 
public space with the diferents levels of the building. In this sense, the upper levels will be of high stratum due to their views towards different sectors of the city, and also because 
it necessary to implement more expensive mechanisms for access. In this way, the projet generats added value, attracting investors for the development oh the project but keeping 

A

A’

current residents.  

N+41,00Mts

N+29,00Mt

N+9,00Mts

N+0,00Mts
N-2,50Mts

Land uses Strata


